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Unlike many of her peers, Maud Haya-Baviera feels her works rarely 
share a stylistic or aesthetic signature. Shifting between talking-head 
shorts, experimental moving image, montage and abstract photo-
graphic collage, the one unifying feature is that they are all lens-based 
works. Other recurring traits are the frequent use of found imagery and 
referencing of iconic works of literature. Increasingly, lived experiences 
of both the artist and her subjects, are also platformed within her works 
and many articulate a political perspective.

Haya-Baviera recognises that this amplified political voice marks a 
progressive step-change in her practice over the last two years, which 
she partly attributes to the critical peer support and dialogue she’s 
experienced while participating in the Freelands Artist Programme. 
However, this timeframe also coincided with the intensified contexts of 
Brexit, the global COVID-19 pandemic and their respective ramifications.

Motivated by her own response to these political and social shifts, 
Haya-Baviera has produced a series of video works through which  
she seeks to voice her dissent and personal politics. The videos  
The Waves (2019) and sister work Playback (2020) document the 

individual family stories of second-generation political refugees. More 
recently, Things Fall Apart (2020) comments on the colonial rhetoric 
that still permeates, whether consciously or not, Eurocentric narratives 
of ‘foreign’ lands and peoples.

Attempting to salve her lockdown-induced feelings of exasperation, 
Haya-Baviera sought solace in literature. Picking up a childhood 
favourite, Daniel Defoe’s novel Robinson Crusoe (1719), Haya-Baviera 
hoped to combat the monotony of living in isolation. However,  
on re-reading this well-known story from today’s perspective, she 
recognised the racism present within the text. This provoked a  
response; borrowing the title from Chinua Achebe’s anti-colonial  
1958 novel, Haya-Baviera’s Things Fall Apart montages visuals collated 
from TV adaptations of Robinson Crusoe alongside contemporary  
tourism adverts and a score edited from over 20 audio tracks, including 
arias from the opera Norma. Woven together, these classics of western 
culture create an oppressive dystopic atmosphere.

Debuted as part of the group exhibition   Platform 20: Heavy Water 
(2021) at Site Gallery in Sheffield, Things Fall Apart has an immersive 
presence, presented as a large-scale screen and sound installation. 
Mesmeric imagery and a tidal soundtrack wash over you in loud  
crescendos as you contemplate the origins of Defoe’s Eurocentric 
narrative, its global impact and reach. 

The grey-toned imagery and operatic score splice together uncom-
fortably familiar visuals and sound: solarised visuals of Crusoe’s ship 
crashing against waves play out against shrill strings and discordant 
voices singing together in a frenzied chorus. 

A ship-wrecked body on the sand recalls contemporary images of 
children and adults who have died in the process of seeking asylum  
on the increasingly ‘hostile’ European shores.1 My attention shifts  
again as the soundtrack changes to drumming sounds and stereo- 
typical silver screen depictions of indigenous people fill the screen. 
The last frames cut between a colonial figure surveying the scene, 
circling sharks and finally the screaming face of an indigenous man.

NO LONGER AT EASE
Zoë Sawyer
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theory as well as global politics. She admits it’s difficult to mark out a 
single theorist or thinker that she’s drawn influence from, but says, 
‘Bourdieu, Fanon and Lorde have been watching over me for years.2 
She uses this breadth of theory and literature to ‘fuel the expression’ of 
what she feels uneasy with or wants to ‘kick off about’. Consciously 
imbuing references rather than making them explicit, like many artists 
her desire is for the work to speak for itself and provoke audiences to 
think and draw new meanings. She invites viewers to come on a journey 
with her. I’m looking forward to seeing where she guides us next.

Maud Haya-Baviera is an artist and filmmaker working in video, 
photography, sculpture and installation.

Zoë Sawyer is a curator at Eastside Projects, Birmingham.

1  In reference to right-wing immigration policies 
across Europe such as the UK government’s 
policies to create a ‘Hostile Environment’ for 
undocumented people, which was labelled as 
such by then Home Secretary Theresa May in 
2012.

2  Maud Haya-Baviera in conversation with Zoë 
Sawyer, 2021. See also Pierre Bordieu; Frantz 
Fanon; Audrey Lorde.

These sombre depictions are in stark contrast to the vibrant technicolour 
and whimsy of the postcard images within Haya-Baviera’s film Wish 
You Were Here (2020) and in her newest work No Longer at Ease (2021). 
A critical approach is still present but masked slightly beneath the 
veneer of advertising gloss. Wish You Were Here appropriates imagery 
and personal messages from found holiday postcards and Trip Advisor 
reviews. In a similar vein, No Longer at Ease collages package-holiday 
adverts from the 1970s to present day. These works are multi-layered, 
using found imagery and synthesising dialogue and sound from popular 
culture. Haya-Baviera admits editing is an alluring process, a fact she 
hopes is relayed to the viewer.

Both of these works comment on the contentious underside of the 
global tourism industry. No Longer at Ease (also named after an Achebe 
novel) is an uncomfortable depiction of the socio-political divides 
within global capitalism – the consumerist aspirations of taking  
a luxury cruise or holidaying on a ‘private island’ reflecting harmful  
social constructs. These works speak of the historic and contemporary 
exploitative relationship between colonising nations and indigenous 
peoples, the systemic inequities in the ecologies of tourism and  
migration, and comment on the roles we all play in maintaining these 
broken systems.

Drawing links between colonialism, racism and tourism, Haya-Baviera 
reveals the sometimes sinister motives behind the tourism industry 
whilst also drawing attention to the inequalities that maintain the socio- 
political status quos in society. Although carefully crafted to encourage 
new readings, Haya-Baviera’s works raise awareness to the concern 
that the repurposing of problematic images and narratives in artworks 
holds the possibility of perpetuating the harmful rhetoric within them. 
However, through her process of critically reviewing and reframing this 
material, Baviera hopes to remind us all of the lasting reach, impact 
and currency of the machinations of colonialism and reinforce the need 
for much vital work to remedy its effects.

Haya-Baviera talks about her work as being centred on emancipatory 
concerns. Her critically engaged practice is grounded in cultural 
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p.99  all three: Maud Haya-Baviera, Things Fall 
Apart, digital video (still), 5 min 25 sec, 2020

pp.102  Maud Haya-Baviera, Wish You Were Here 
and Things Fall Apart, two video works, 
installation view, Platform 20: Heavy Water, 
Site Gallery, Sheffield, 2021. Photo: Jules 
Lister

p.106  both: Maud Haya-Baviera, Wish You Were 
Here, digital video (still), 1 min 55 sec, 2020
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